property dilapidations

product guide

Our offer
Dilapidations claims are one of the key areas of property management. They frequently involve very
substantial sums and complex legal issues. The uncertainty over initial legal costs often means lawyers are
not instructed until much later in the process which involves risk for both clients and their non-legal
advisors.
Our dilapidations product is a fixed fee service. It aims to remove those uncertainties and to ensure your
claim is put on a proper legal footing from the outset.
Take the uncertainty out of dealing with your property dilapidations with our fixed price product:


free consultation - giving you advice tailored to your case on the legal issues which will underpin your
claim, as well as our experienced view on the key challenges you might encounter as you pursue your
claim



deal with dilapidations early – included in the fee is our letter serving the dilapidations schedule and we
also provide you with important information on key legal issues associated with dilapidations claims;
such as costs recovery, offers and settlement and pre- and post-action procedures



know your legal costs upfront – our fixed price product gives you an upfront view of your initial legal
costs – so whether you have one property to deal with or a portfolio of hundreds you can forecast your
costs to your organisation in advance



use at a time that’s convenient for you – our dilapidations product is completely flexible - it can be
used either before or after your lease expiry



full legal advice – use our dilapidations product both before and after your lease expiry and we’ll give
you a loyalty discount.



expert advice from leaders in the field - we are recognised as one of the leaders in the property
litigation field with multiple ratings from both Legal 500 and Chambers & Partners legal directories.



extensive experience - we advise hundreds of landlords and tenants across the commercial, public and
health sectors. We regularly act on high value or complex dilapidations claims from pre-proceedings to
Court of Appeal.

Take advantage of fixed fee dilapidations advice
Our product is aimed to assist property owners and managers both in the private and public sectors. By using
this product we also aim to help building surveyors who are seeking to achieve an early negotiated
settlement but are keen that their client’s claim has firm legal foundation.
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How it works
You can use our fixed price dilapidations product either before or after your lease expiry or combine them
together for comprehensive legal advice throughout the lease expiry process.


Review of the lease and schedule of dilapidations



Initial 15 minute free telephone consultation



Written advice on the dilapidations obligations, the legal issues which underpin dilapidations claims
(including the settlement, ADR, costs and Protocol matters) and key issues you are likely to need to
address when pursuing the claim



Drafting and serving uncosted schedule of dilapidations and/or (if instructed after the lease has
ended) drafting and serving terminal claim for dilapidations in accordance with dilapidations
protocol

What the legal directories say about us…


“Mark Aldrich maintains his excellent market reputation predominantly acting for clients in the
retail sector. Sources appreciate his thoroughness and attention to detail: "He peruses every single
document in order to get an idea of the right path to take ".”



“Tim Rayner is "really thorough and fights his client's corner" confirm interviewees. Recent work
highlights include break clauses, rent reviews and dilapidation claims.”



“Pam Shepherd has a focus on landlord and tenant disputes. Clients say "You always feel you are
her top priority. She is extremely approachable and is very good with the other side by keeping
things as amicable as possible while always protecting our interests".”



“Kirsty Black has a broad practice encompassing lease renewals, service charge disputes and
restrictive covenant issues. She is described by commentators as "commercial, astute and very easy
to work with".”

Chambers and Partners 2015

talk to us…
Mark Aldrich | +44 (0)115 976 6129 | mark.aldrich@brownejacobson.com
Tim Rayner | +44 (0)121 237 3949 | tim.rayner@brownejacobson.com
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